
Boosting your Emotional Stamina 
Kate Yu – STW Counsellor 

Do you know that March 10 is the International Day of Women Judges? What better time 
to commemorate “The Notorious R.B.G -- The Late Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsberg, who was praised for her emotional stamina. Having good emotional stamina
allows us to be more resilient and overcome challenges and uncertainties. This pandemic 
is hitting us hard at the moment, but I am hopeful that this too shall pass. In the mean 
time, let’s learn from the best. WWRBBD – What would RBG do? Here are three lessons 
we can learn from her: 

Who Said What?
Use the “Ghost Leg” connections to match these inspirational women and their quotes. (Follow the line and turn at every branching)

1: “It helps sometimes to be a little deaf” (to thoughtless and unkind comments)
Practice tuning out unkindness, stay clam, and remember that most mean comments 
are based on subjective opinions.

2: Build up determination and persistence through exercising - The RBG Workout
Even in her 80s, RBC worked out with a personal trainer twice a week for a hour. Her 
routine consists of of cardio, stretches and body-weight strength training. Not only are 
does it strengthen your body , it also build up our determination and persistence. 
Check out the infamous RBG Workout! 

3: Find comfort and meaning in the arts 
RBG appreciated art and was inspired by different art forms. She loved opera, theatre, 
orchestra and painting. Is there a song, a movie, or a show that and makes your heart 
beat or ignites your inner sparks? 

“Real change, 
enduring change, 

happens 
one step at a time.”

“What we know 
matters, but who we 
are matters more.” 

“At the end of the 
day, we can endure 
much more than we 

think we can.”

Success isn't about 
how your life looks 
to others. It's about 
how it feels to you.”
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